
 

Chapter 5 

 System Design & Implementation 
 

This chapter explains the design and implementation of the Distributed Firewall 

Server, secure protocol, Distributed Firewall Client daemon, and high availability 

clustering architecture. It covers the design & implementation issues, gives an 

overview of the system. The final section discusses the implementation details, tools 

and technologies used. 

 

5.2 System Overview 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5-1 Distributed Firewall Server Architecture  

 



 

     

 

Proposed distributed firewall for Linux, consists of centralized policy management 

server or the distributed firewall server (DFS). It consists of Zones for each 

distributed node with its specific firewall rules & policies (This is very similar to 

 Proposed protocol will securely distribute its 

firewall rules to each distributed node using a secure encryption mechanism using 

 / incorrect rule 

propagation and Man in the middle attacks to the remote nodes. 

 Main Components of the Proposed Project

DNS zone transferring concept).

SSL/TLS. This secure communication feature will prevent spoof

 

 

1) Centralized Firewall policy manager or Rule distribution server  

2) Secure Protocol to communicate / status monitoring and propagate firewall rules to 

irewall rules  

  

5) SMS based interface in the firewall engine will interact with the  SMS / GSM 

gateway and send alerts to specified group of people, and also administrators can 

status by sending a SMS to the SMS-gateway which is 

stributed firewall server in case of a DFS 

 

 

other distributed nodes. 

 

3) Web based user friendly interface to generate F

 

4) Web based online firewall monitoring web interface. 

retrieve the firewall node 

integrated with the policy manager . 

 

6) High availability / clustering solution to di

main server failure. 

 

 



 

Distributed firewall server features (DFS) 

ent console for the distributed firewall.  

ll  clients in the network 

ntrol to a client using end to end 

re that they are still active 

5. Receive and store audit logs for digital forensics purposes 

6. Send SMS alerts to group of people in case of a firewall node failure 

Distributed Firewall Client features (DFC)

DFS is the centralized managem

1. Runs continuously  

2. Contains access control for a

3. Should be able to upload a new access co

encryption 

4. Queries clients periodically, to ensu

7. Query the network status using SMS from anywhere 

 

 

on the network. Its features are listed 

 

  – client daemon, secure protocol  design & 

implementation 

 

The client component runs on each computer 

bellow. 

 

1. Start at boot up time and run until the system is shutdown 

2. Open an authenticated link encrypted link to the DFS server 

3. Download access control from the DFS server and feed to the firewall engine 

4. Relay system logs to DFS 

5. Must respond to DFS queries 

 

Other important objective of this research is to build a secure encrypted protocol to 

propagate rules / and monitor distributed nodes according to the security policies 

of the organizations. 

5.2 Distributed firewall server

 

 



 

The core of the project can be sub divided in to three main parts. 

• Distributed firewall server – Which handles zone information , rule 

daemon) 

 

• Distributed Firewall Server (DFS) Client Daemon – This will respond to 

ll rules on the system according to the 

s with the daemons 

cept the 

s 

in order to detect 

. 

tocol – This is a part of the DFS server and the Client daemon.  

Firewall rules and other relevant parameters are transferred to end to end 

using Transport layer security (TLS) and Secure socket layer (SSL). This 

will guarantee the end to end encryption. 

 

d and worked as  one module. Three modules are 

mit via the secure protocol  Client accept 

 

 

propagation, rule verification process on both ends, and update database 

(Refer Appendix (A) ) with remote node details such as status ok, or other 

network related errors and  SSL handshake errors. DFS server performs 

Cyclic Redundancy Check (crc32) on the data stream and transfer to the 

Client daemon for verification. (same calculation is done on the Client 

DFS server queries and apply firewa

DFS request. Check requesters (DFS Server) ip addres

allow hosts directive in the configuration file. Result will either ac

request and apply the rule or simply deny the request. And also perform

the CRC32 calculation on the incoming data segment, 

errors such as transmission errors, or data modification during the 

transmission

 

• Secure pro

These three parts are integrate

interdependent on one another. 

Ex: DFS server send a request -  trans

request  

 



 

5.2.1 DFS server and secure protocol  Implementation  

DFS server query/response packet structure  

typedef struct packet_struct{ 

 char      buffer[MAX_PACKETBUFFER_LENGTH]; 

The packet version is used to identify each other (server and client Identity 

packet or the receive packet. In other 

words Query packet and the Response packet.  

 

table of 256 specific CRC numbers. These numbers are generated by a 

 according to the byte provided and then does some math to apply that lookup 

value to the given CRC value resulting in a new CRC value. The last piece needed 

d call, the CRC value represents 

the CRC of the first two bytes. You continuously call the CRC lookup function 

 int16_t   packet_version; 

 int16_t   packet_type; 

 u_int32_t crc32_value; 

 int16_t   result_code; 

        }packet; 

 

checking). And packet type can be a sent 

 

5.6.1.1 Cyclic Redundancy check  (CRC32) table generation 

The first part of generating CRCs is the CRC lookup table. In CRC32 this is a

polynomial. [14] 

 

The next part is a CRC lookup function. This function takes two things, a single 

byte of data to be CRC'ed and the current CRC value. It does a lookup in the CRC 

table

is the actual data that is to be CRC'ed. The CRC algorithm reads the first byte of 

data and calls the CRC lookup function which returns the CRC value for that 

single byte. It then calls the CRC lookup function with the next byte of data and 

passes the previous CRC value. After the secon

until all the bytes of the data have been processed. The resulting value is the CRC 

for the whole data. 



 

5.6.1.2 OpenSSL & Encryption  

In today's networked world, many applications need security and cryptography is 

implementations of the industry's best-regarded algorithms. [16] 

Algorithms are just building blocks in cryptographic protocols, and cryptographic 

tamper with data, and sometimes even recover it. Even when protocols are well 

s in 

such a way that the need for cryptographic expertise is minimized. 

works over TCP. SSL transaction starts with the client sending a handshake to 

the server.  In the server's response, it sends its certificate. As previously 

 

The secure protocol is based on SSL  encryption. It encrypts data using secure 

hash algorithm (SHA) and Anon Diffie-Helman Key exchange. (OpenSSL 

libraries are used for those functions). [15] 

 

one of the primary tools for providing that security. The quickest and easiest way 

to secure a TCP-based network application is with SSL. OpenSSL is a free (BSD-

style license) implementation of SSL/TLS based on Eric Young's SSLeay package 

[16]. In other words OpenSSL is a cryptographic library, it provides 

 

protocols are notoriously difficult to get right. Cryptographers have a difficult time 

devising protocols that resist all known attacks, and the average developer tends to 

do a lot worse. For example, developers often try to secure network connections 

simply by encrypting data before sending it, then decrypting it on receipt. That 

strategy often fails to ensure the integrity of data. In many situations, attackers can 

designed, implementation errors are common.  That's the basic purpose of the SSL 

protocol and its successor, TLS (when we generically refer to SSL) provides the 

most common security services to arbitrary (TCP-based) network connection

 

SSL is currently the most widely deployed security protocol. It is the security 

protocol behind secure HTTP (HTTPS), SSL is capable of securing any protocol 

that 

mentioned, a certificate is a piece of data that includes a public key associated with 



the server and other interesting information, such as the owner of the certificate, its 

e server. 

 over an insecure medium that allows each of the two 

onversation to compute a value that is typically used as the key for a 

yption or 

cation; it only provides secrecy. As the exchange of information takes 

eans of 

authenticating the parties in the conversation should also be used. 

The author has selected Anonymous Diffie Hellman (ADH) cipher to avoid 

 

Diffie-Hellm

parties that have no prior knowledge of each other to jointly establish a shared 

discrete logarithm problem, it’s hard to find x given g^x )[2] 

both parties in the conversation. The parameters, consisting of a randomly chosen 

r value that is typically specified as either 2 or 5, are 

re the conversation begins or exchanged 

g the agreed-upon parameters, each party 

name implies, the private key is never 

shared with anyone. The parties exchange their public keys, and then each party 

 anonymous ciphers. Anonymous ciphers 

SL connection to succeed without proper authentication of the peer by 

expiration date, and the fully qualified domain name associated with th

fie-Hellman is used for key agreement. In simple terms, key agreement is the Dif

exchange of information

parties in a c

symmetric cipher. By itself, Diffie-Hellman cannot be used for encr

authenti

place over an insecure medium, it should never be used by itself. Some m

 

difficulties in installing private and a public keys (asymmetric cryptographic 

method) on distributed nodes. 

an (DH) key exchange is a cryptographic protocol that allows two 

secret key over an insecure communications channel. This key can then be used to 

encrypt subsequent communications using a symmetric key cipher. (Due to 

 

Diffie-Hellman works by first creating a set of parameters that are agreed upon by 

prime number and a generato

public and can be either agreed upon befo

as part of the conversation. Usin

computes a public and private key. As its 

can compute the shared secret using their private key and the peer's public key. 

 

In other words SSL allows the use of

allow the S



using the DH (Diffi  cryptographically 

authenticate each other (using a shared secret key). The author has used CRC32 

 order t r than the shared 

secret key encryptio

 the middle a truder need to intercept the 

very f then prevent them from negotiating with each 

other. Basically, once the key has been exchanged (Diffie Helman key), the 

communication isn't readable by anyone but the two parties involved, and it's not 

breakable because that would make every packet invalid due to having the wrong 

cipher checksum. 

The key generation information is used by the program to dynamically create keys 

on daemon startup. 

 

DH *get_dh512() 

 { 

 static unsigned char dh512_p[]={ 

  0x9D,0xA4,0x11,0xD1,0x48,0x2B,0xFF,0x01,0x48,0x0A,0xFF,0x06, 

  0xC4,0x86,0xB9,0x4C,0x6C,0xB1,0xFB,0x46,0x56,0x48,0x20,0xBB, 

  0x9B,0xEF,0xDF,0x04,0x3D,0xFF,0xB7,0x09,0x28,0x91,0xCE,0x27, 

  0x06,0x6E,0x8B,0x9E,0xB4,0x5C,0x76,0xA7,0x0E,0xBC,0x23,0x54, 

  0x7F,0xD1,0xDF,0xFF,0x98,0x6D,0x60,0xB7,0x6C,0x9C,0xBF,0x5C, 

  0x4C,0xC9,0xF0,0xFB, 

  }; 

 static unsigned char dh512_g[]={ 

  0x02, 

  }; 

 if ((dh=DH_new()) == NULL) return(NULL); 

e Hellman) algorithm, and two parties will

checksum in o detect invalid modification to the data othe

n method.  

 

Man in ttack is not possible because the in

irst packet from both sides and 

 DH *dh; 

 

 dh->p=BN_bin2bn(dh512_p,sizeof(dh512_p),NULL); 



 dh->g=BN_bin2bn(dh512_g,sizeof(dh512_g),NULL); 

 if ((dh->p == NULL) || (dh->g == NULL)) 

  { DH_free(dh); return(NULL); } 

 return(dh); 

 } 

 

SSL libraries were used to encrypt data from end to end. 

The secure protocol also updates the Mysql database with remote node status, such 

 printf("Connection refused by host\n"); 

   update_node_status(host_name,"112");  

all zero fields as 

inactive nodes 

d Rule propagation is based on the zone serial number. (Current serial 

number > existing serial number) then that firewall rule set will be propagated to 

the remote node with rule priority amendments. (flush and reapply rules ). 

 

dh.h is used to generate Diffie-helman keys. This header file can be generated 

using the following command  

openssl dhparam -C 512 

 

Open

as connection timeout errors, connection refused errors, no route to host errors or 

the healthy state as Ok . 

 

if(result<0){ 

  switch(errno){   

  case ECONNREFUSED: 

  

// connection refused error status code 112 

   update_db(host_name,0); 

//update the database with 0, monitoring screen will detect 

} 

 

DFS server status checking based on a global configuration value. Ex: every 2 

min.  An



 

Client daemon will send NAT / MANGLE/ FILTER rule details (No of rules 

active) in the response packet. (syntax 1:2:3) 1 rule active in the NAT table, 2 

DFS client daemon also runs as a daemon process. It’s based on the 

dfs_client.conf configuration file. 

 

ration file 

server_port=9999 

=127.0.0.1 

 

system("iptables -L -t nat | grep -v  Chain | grep -v target | grep ' ' | wc -l > 

); 

rules active in the Mangle table  3 rules active in the FILTER table. Those details 

will be stored in the database for monitoring and alerting purpose. 

 

5.6.2 DFS client daemon implementation 

 

### DFS Client Node Daemon Configu

pid_file=/var/run/dfs.pid 

server_address

dfs_user=root 

dfs_group=root 

allowed_hosts=127.0.0.1 

debug=1 

connection_timeout=30 

Server address field is used to prevent any requests from unknown hosts. Those 

requests will be rejected by the Client daemon. And the Daemon is call 

check_privileges() method to check the current user privileges prior to start the 

daemon process. (root privileges are  needed to apply iptables rules). Client 

daemon also uses the CRC32 error calculation (refer section 5.2.1.1) method to 

detect transmission or modification errors. All the encryption and key exchange 

implementations are the same as the DFS server/protocol implementation. 

 

/home/nat-stats "



  

file This can cause security 

problems,intervention needed system will be terminated"; 

     

   

  

 

5.3 Ru

 

Rule 

captures user inputs via checkboxes, drop down lists, and text areas. Firewall rule 

generation engine will create rules with different parameters which are compatible 

with iptables

 

Rule generation engines main interface captures the zone name, ipaddress, server 

name etc. and redirect the user to the configuration wizard interface. It will show 

possib

transla

engine

interfa  interface etc. 

 

Ap  

interfa

ping o

rate pe

can be

 

The ru

After c

the fir

traffic) and open the configuration wizard based on the traffic type. 

 if((fp1 = fopen("/home/nat-stats","r"))==NULL) { 

state_count="Cannot open rule counter 

    exit(1); 

    } 

This illustrates the NAT table rule status detection method. 

le Generation Engine design & Implementation 

generation engine is a web based GUI designed in HTML and PHP. It 

 syntax, according to the user inputs. 

le rule creation methods (ex: normal packet filtering, Network address 

tion related rule generation etc). There after based on user selection, the 

 will load the relevant rule creation interface. It can be a forward chain 

ce, pre routing, post routing

art from the main rule creation, firewall rule creation engine has a user friendly 

ce to create firewall rules for denial of service attacks, syn-flood attack, 

f death attack, and port scanning attack. Users will be able to input packet 

r hour/min/second basis and the engine will create the rule for the user. It 

 either block or log (dump) to system logs (/var/log/messages). 

le generation engine has some wizard like options to create specific rules. 

apturing the above mentioned user selections, it will capture the purpose of 

ewall rule (either block incoming traffic, out going traffic. allow incoming 



 

This rule engine supports filter table, mangle table and NAT table features and 

als t

ROUT

 

o i s rule chains INPUT,OUTPUT,FORWARD, PRE ROUTING, and POST 

ING. User inputs or the client side validation has done using java scripts. 

 
 

   Figure 5-2 INPUT chain rule generation interface 

 

ater stage.  

: if a user 

and define another rule to drop a specific ip 

address at a later stage has no effect, permit rule is evaluated first).  Because of 

lied 

 

 

 The entire user generated rules and priority numbers are editable at a l

Users are allowed to enter a priority number for a particular rule. (ex

defined a permit all traffic to port 80 , 

that, low priority numbers are listed on the top of the rule set and app

accordingly. (In ascending order). 



All these user inputs are converted to iptables syntax and stored in the Mysql 

s, and set of rules 

irewall rules). 

firewall server consists of a web based node monitoring interface to 

detect failures in the remote nodes such as connection established errors, host 

o 

ation errors) .The monitoring interface also shows the number of 

n each 

e protocol will check the remote firewall status and rule count 

periodically with the Distributed Firewall Server entries to detect unauthorized 

lation will generate a   

al sound 

staff. 

 

nfiguration 

ralized policy manager or the Distributed Firewall Server (DFS) is the core 

part of the distributed firewall concept. Failure in the DFS will prevent remote 

ity checking 

igh availability concept 

is used to prevent (minimize) DFS downtime in unavoidable circumstances. (High 

pter).  

Centralized policy manager is a daemon process and the PHP based front end is 

e in the server 

col and master-slave failover clustering concept, the author has achieved the 

database. So particular zone has a zone name, ip address, alia

rule priority and rule types (e.g. special rules like network attack prevention rules 

and normal f

 

5.4 Remote node status monitoring design & implementation 

 

Distributed 

unreachable error, no route to host errors, and other SSL handshake errors etc. (t

detect rule propag

rules applied / active in the NAT table, mangle table, and the filter table o

node. Secur

modifications to the rules. That kind of a rule integrity vio

Email alert / SMS alert to the responsible person or a group, and a critic

alert to the monitoring 

5.5 Centralized policy manager & High availability Co

 

Cent

node monitoring, new firewall rule propagation, and rule integr

process. So DFS need to be run continuously. Therefore h

availability concept is discussed in the 3rd cha

 

used to generate firewall rules, monitoring remote nodes etc. failur

will fail all the rule propagation and monitoring activities. But using the heart beat 

proto



high availability solution for his implementation. This ensures continuous uptime 

 Fail over implementation 

(master) and a hot standby server (slave) which takes 

over the resources when the master fails. Only one node is active at a time. The 

the 

lly talk 

being served by the active node. (Front end of the DFS 

server). Heartbeat provides the backbone for making sure that the nodes know 

me time.  

Heartbeat will monitor, that the two machines can talk to each other via serial 

us uptime to the 

 this high 

ussed in the next section)  

 

be terminated. (due to some software & operating system errors). To avoid 

this kind of a situation resource monitoring is needed. (to detect DFS daemon 

"mon" is a tool for monitoring the availability of services, and sending alerts on 

monitor" 

particular port (DFS is listen on port 9999), or as complex as analyzing the results 

, 

making submissions to ticketing systems, or triggering resource fail-over in a 

on the DFS. 

 

 

Failover means a server 

active machine will setup a virtual IP address (floating IP address), which 

clients connect (DFS client) to. They won't know which server they actua

to.  Apache server is 

who's online. Only one can be online at the sa

 

cable and/or network cables. This configuration will give continuo

web server and the front end. (Back end synchronization is also a must in

availability, it will be disc

Achieve resource monitoring, is another part of the high availability solution. Its 

done via MON (monitoring daemon system ) sometimes the DFS daemon process 

can 

process status). [17] 

 

prescribed events. Services are defined as anything tested by a "

program, which can be something as simple as pinging a system, Telnet to a  

of an application-level transaction. Alerts are actions such as sending emails

high-availability cluster. [18] 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3 High availability Architecture using Virtual IP 

 

Explanation

 

 

  

  

 

 

• Clients are con aster server (D r) via the virtual IP 

address 172.17

• Master / Slave, via the heartbea link 

 Master node  failure will assign 172.17.10.30  to the current slave node  

(Ex:  eth0 - 172.17.10.20   eth0:0 – 172.17.10.30) 

 Clients will not re or the which server they actually talk to , 

ut clients can the server with ut any interruption. (IP & 

resource take o -5 seconds down me) 

 

5.6 Mysql High availability clustering 

 

critical service in the Distributed Firewall Server (DFS). All the 

user generated zone information, rules, server details, and role based security 

policies are stored on a Mysql database. As discussed in the us section 

necting to the M FS serve

.10.30  

 node checking t 

•

•  detect the failu

b  interact with o

ver will take 2 ti

This is another 

previo



heartbeat and monitorin  allow to take over IP and DFS service from 

the master server to sal e of a main server failure. (Basic concept is 

d in the literatu  section in chapter 3) 

 

But all the zone information and rules should be synchronized with the slave 

server, in order to function properly without any interruption. 

 

Typically, replication is a system configuration whereby the MySQL server, 

known in this context as a master server, houses the data and handles client 

ile another MySQL server (a slave server) contains a complete copy 

of the data and duplicates all SQL statements in which data is changed on the 

mas ver right after it happens uthor has configured a s te server to 

 a slave, and the slav ally query the m  changes to the 

eplication is an e and it's part of MySQL. 

  

d: 32 
r: dfs 
t: slave-1.test:32798 

db: NULL 
Command: Binlog Dump 

40 
State: Has sent all binlog to slave; waiting for binlog to be 
updated 

 Info: ULL 
 

Figure 5-4 Inf t slave servers that are connecting to the 

master server: 

 

mote node monitoring design & implementation 

 

 based remote m based on Kannel SMS gateway configuration 

he programming interface written in PHP. 

 

Mobile Device  GSM modem connected to the Kannel GW  DFS server 

 

g daemon will

ve server in cas

discusse re review

requests, wh

ter ser . The a epara

be e will periodic aster for the

data. R excellent featur

  
 *************************** 1. row ************************* 
 I
 Use
 Hos
 
 
 Time: 57

N

ormation abou

5.7 SMS based Re

SMS onitoring is 

and t



GSM modem is operator independent quick fix solution. It’s integrated in to the 

Kannel SMS gateway. All the user based SMS queries are routed to the Kannel 

gateway via the GSM Modem. 

 

Kannel gateway captures the “service name”, sender number, and pass the relevant 

parameters to the programming interface and send the results, (text only maximum 

160 characters) to the sender. 

 

Sample SMS gateway service configuration 

 group = sms-service 

keyword = status 

get-url=HThttp://127.0.0.1/discover.php?t=%S&q=%p TH 

 

If a user needs to query the Firewall status, he needs to send a sms using this 

format to the MSISDN number. (GSM modem’s phone number) 

Service-name   ipaddress 

Ex:  Status 147.120.203.67 

Then the gateway will pass the parameters to dicover.php and send the result back 

to the user. 

 

Apart from the above configurations, white-list field is added to the sms gateway 

configuration. This is acting as a security measure to prevent unauthorized status 

querying via SMS, and to avoid spam sms’s. Basically white-list is an access 

control program in the Kannel gateway. All mobile numbers in the white-list are 

allowed to connect to the SMS gateway and other SMS’s will be rejected from the 

gateway as a blacklisted mobile number. 

 

5.8 Other Design Considerations 

 

Remote syslogs are redirected to the Distributed Firewall Server and PHP 

application is used to analyze the log file. This feature allows the user to search 



the remote syslogs for any DFS client daemon errors, and other iptables “log 

prefixes” based filtering details. 

 

As an additional security measure Distributed firewall server IP address will be 

entered on the DFS client daemon machines hosts.allow file. So the other requests 

from an unknown server will filter in two layers. 

1) DFS client daemon hosts-allow directive in the dfs.conf file (application 

level security) 

2)  /etc/hosts.allow directive provide Operating System level security 

 

5.9 Technology 

 

C programming language (with OpenSSL libraries / Mysql Libraries) was used to 

develop the secure rule propagation protocol on the Linux (fedora core 6, kernel 

2.6). PHP has become the preferred technology for developing server  

side application  and JavaScript was used for the client side validations. Mysql 

was used as the backend. The PHP-MySQL combination is also cross-platform, 

which means you can develop in Windows and serve on a UNIX platform. Also, 

PHP can be run as an external CGI process, a stand-alone  

script interpreter, and the Apache was used as the web server for the front end 

(PHP) application. 

 

Given below is a list of software’s, tools and libraries used during the 

development process. 

 

Fedora Core 6  Platform for the Distributed firewall 

server.  Kernel  version 2.6.18.1 

GCC C/C++ compiler version 4.1.1 

OpenSSL Libraries Version 0.9.8b Used to implement 

SSL/TLS security, and encryption ciphers  

in C during Secure protocol development 



Mysql C, Libraries/API Used to connect to mysql using C during 

protocol development 

PHP Version 4.4.7, used as the server side 

scripting language 

Javascript Used as the Client side scripting language 

Apache  Version 2.2.4 as the web server built on 

Linux (www.apache.org) 

Kannel SMS/WAP gateway Version 1.40 ( HTwww.kannel.orgTH), built on 

linux 

Microsoft Virtual PC 2007 Version 6.0 to setup the Distributed 

network architecture and testing 

Linux HA Version 2.1.0 (www.linux-ha.org) 

Mysql Server version 5.0.41 Community Edition (GPL) 

Table 5-1 Development Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


